Completely regular semigroups CR are regarded here as algebras with multiplication and the unary operation of inversion. Their lattice of varieties is denoted by L.CR/. Let B denote the variety of bands and L.B/ the lattice of its subvarieties. The mapping
Introduction and summary
Completely regular semigroups are those that are unions of their (pairwise disjoint maximal) subgroups. In the context of varieties, they are considered as algebras with the binary operation of multiplication and the unary operation of inversion. If S is such a semigroup and a ∈ S, then a −1 is the inverse of a in the maximal subgroup of S containing a. They form the variety CR. We denote by L.CR/ the lattice of all subvarieties of CR.
The lattice L.CR/ has attracted considerable attention. This is in view of the importance of the class of completely regular semigroups (with or without the unary operation) and the amenability of this lattice to various techniques. The principal of these consists of copious decompositions of L.CR/, whose classes promise a description usually in terms of varieties of groups or bands (idempotent semigroups). This approach to the structure of L.CR/ has produced satisfactory results, but is by no means exhausted. For the study of these decompositions, and the construction of new ones, there is plenty of room for further research.
Denote by B the variety of bands. Our decomposition of L.CR/ is the complete congruence induced by the mapping V → V ∩ B. Its classes are intervals with the lower end V ∩ B. We concentrate on ∨-irreducible band varieties since the others are obtained as finite intersections of these, and this property carries over to upper ends of these intervals. We characterize these in two ways and provide a single identity as a basis for their system of identities. This identity is defined inductively starting with two simple identities and their duals. This system of identities represents a variant of the systems of identities for ∨-irreducible varieties of bands constructed by Gerhard and Petrich [2] . A characterization of upper ends of these intervals in terms of Malcev product was devised by Reilly and Zhang [13] . An interesting extension of these ideas to a class of pseudovarieties was treated by Trotter and Weil [15] . We conclude the paper with a similar analysis for intersections of upper ends with the varieties BG, OBG and B, providing in each case a basis for their identities consisting of a single identity.
We term the upper ends of intervals belonging to ∨-irreducible band varieties, with a few exceptions at the bottom of the lattice, canonical. They play a seminal role in the context of varieties of completely regular semigroups.
Notation and terminology
We state here the needed symbolism and a few concepts. A complete list of these can be found in the book [7] . We shall refer to the book [7] , as well as to its second volume [8] , which is in preparation. In the latter case, we shall also state the original sources. Throughout we use set theoretic notation to describe and manipulate classes such as varieties.
For ² an equivalence relation on a nonempty set X and x ∈ X , x² denotes the
Let S be a semigroup. Then E.S/ denotes its set of idempotents and C.S/ the lattice of congruences on S. For ² ∈ C.S/, the kernel and the trace of ² are given by ker ² = {a ∈ S | a²e for some e ∈ E.S/}, tr ² = ²| E.S/ , and the left and the right traces of ² are ltr ² = tr.² ∨ L/ 0 and rtr ² = tr.² ∨ R/ 0 , where the join is taken within equivalence relations on S. On S, the relations defined by
where p ∈ {l; r }, are the kernel, left trace and right trace relations, respectively. Their [3] Canonical varieties of completely regular semigroups 89
classes are intervals, and we write
Finally let S be a completely regular semigroup. As S is a union of its (maximal) subgroups, on S we have a unary operation a → a −1 , where a −1 is the inverse of a in the maximal subgroup of S containing a. Hence for the purpose of studying varieties of completely regular semigroups, they are considered with the binary operation of multiplication and the unary operation of inversion. We write a 0 = aa
We denote by CR the variety of all completely regular semigroups and by L.CR/ the lattice of its subvarieties. Via the usual antiisomorphism of the lattice of fully invariant congruences on a free completely regular semigroup of infinite rank and L.CR/, the relations K , T l and T r defined above transfer to L.CR/ in an obvious way. We use the same notation for these relations on L.CR/ (and their intervals) as for the corresponding ones on semigroups. For these operators, we write for example,
We shall mention a great number of subvarieties of L.CR/ using for the notation their standard acronyms, for a full name and bases, we refer to the book [7] .
Let X be a nonempty set. If x 1 ; : : : ; x n ∈ X , then w = x 1 · · · x n is a word over X , h.w/ = x 1 is the head of w, t .w/ = x n is the tail of w, and c.w/ = {x 1 ; : : : ; x n } is the content of w.
We start by describing the specific construction needed throughout. Let 2 be the set of all (nonempty) words over the alphabet {T l ; T r } of the form P 1 · · · P n , where P i ∈ {T l ; T r } and P i = P i+1 for i = 1; : : : ; n − 1 with multiplication
Clearly 2 is a semigroup. We adjoin the empty word ∅ to 2 to form 2 1 . We now coordinatize 2 as follows.
For p ∈ {l; r } and n ≥ 1, let p; n be the product of n factors of alternating T l and T r starting with T p . We also writep = q, where { p; q} = {l; r }. For these symbols, we have the product p; m q; n = p; m + n if p = q; m is even or p = q; m is odd;
p; m + n − 1 otherwise; and the dual p; n = p; n if n is odd; p; n if n is even: 
Also let N 3 = {LN B; S; RN B} and N 6 = {LZ; T ; RZ} ∪ N 3 . We may think of the elements L * ; T * and R * as 'markers'. In addition, we have the following 'markers' for the operators of K upper and lower. For any V ∈ L.CR/, we define
In particular, for any V ∈ L.CR/ and − ∈ 2, we write
The set K 2 1 of all functions 2 1 → K, ordered componentwise, is a complete lattice. Recall that both 2 1 and K are partially ordered sets. We now identify a part of K Let 8 be the set of all functions ' : 2 1 → K satisfying the following conditions:
(P5) If ¦ ∈ 2 1 and − ∈ 2 are such that ¦ ' ∈ K 0 and either
We retain the set theoretical symbolism for K.
Preparation
We now state the results most frequently used throughout the paper; for infrequent results we refer to the books [7, 8] or the original sources. The central theorem is due to Polák [10] which we state in the following form. PROOF. See [8] or the original work [10] .
It is convenient to think of V as a ladder in the form
We start with statements concerning K .
LEMMA 3.2. (i) The following intervals are K -classes: [T ; B], [G; O], [CS; LO]:
PROOF. These statements follow from [8] , for their origin, see [4, 6, 9, 11] .
We now consider T r . The statements concerning T l are obtained by (left-right) duality. 
PROOF. These statements follow from [8] , for their origin, see Petrich and Reilly [7, Theorem IX.5.1], [4] , [6] and [10] . 
Canonical varieties
We define the canonical varieties by means of their bases. We characterize some of their T l -and T r -classes and establish their relationship with the varieties in N 3 , as well as their ordering.
We start with two operations on the free unary semigroups U X on X by stipulating
It follows that w 0 = w 0 . The effect of the bar operation is to reverse the order of variables in w, while respecting the parentheses and exponents.
We introduce three systems of words G n , I n and H n for n ≥ 2 inductively as follows:
and for n > 2,
We call the varieties
I n = G n = I n ; n ≥ 2;
canonical, for they will play an essential role in much of the discussion that follows. When using canonical varieties, we may consider the alphabet X = {x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : }, or include further variables if it is convenient to change the notation.
We shall frequently have (left-right) duals of statements or formulae involving terms with bars. These are obtained by putting a bar on P n , P n , G n , G n , P n or P n for P ∈ {I; H } where W = W .
In the next proposition we calculate T l -and T r -classes of canonical varieties. When restricted to the lattice of proper band varieties, this result coincides with Gerhard and Petrich [1, Corollary 7.10] and exhausts all T l -and T r -classes of proper band varieties within L.B/. PROPOSITION 4.1. Let P n = I n for n ≥ 2 and P n = H n for n > 2. satisfies the identity G n = P n . The form of this identity is x 2 x 1 = x 2 x 1 x 0 2 for P 2 = I 2 and G n = G n .x n P n−1 / 0 otherwise. Hence these identities are of the form G n = G n W for a word W with c.W / ⊆ c.G n /. It is now obvious that L 1 2 satisfies G n = P n . It follows by Lemma 3.3 (iii) that .P n / Tr = P n . For the upper end, by Lemma 3.3 (ii) we get
which proves that P n ; P n+1 is a T r -class.
It is easy to check that 
This establishes the assertion for S l;n . Since LN B Tl = S Tl , the remaining equality also holds.
(ii) This is the dual of part (i).
(iii) The argument here follows the same lines as in the proof of part (i) and is omitted.
(iv) This is the dual of part (iii).
We determine next the ordering of canonical varieties.
LEMMA 4.3. Let n ≥ 2.
(i) For P ∈ {H; I}, we have P n ⊆ P n+1 and P n ⊆ P n+1 .
PROOF. (i) This follows directly from Proposition 4.1.
(ii) The proof is by induction on n. For some varieties V of completely regular semigroups, we compare here the varieties V p;n with certain varieties in N 6 . The first lemma concerns varieties of completely simple semigroups.
(ii) V r;n = LZ if n = 1 and V ⊇ LZ; T otherwise:
PROOF. According to Lemma 3.3 (i) and its dual, we have
We consider two cases.
(1) V ⊆ LG. Then V Tl = T and
and thus V Tr Tl = T .
(2) V ⊇ RZ. Then V Tl = RZ, whence V Tl Tr = T , and
The assertion of the lemma follows.
The next three lemmas concern arbitrary varieties of completely regular semigroups.
LEMMA 4.5. Let V ∈ L.CR/ and n ≥ 1.
(i) V l;n = S if and only if S ⊆ V ⊆ I n+1 : (ii) V r;n = S if and only if S ⊆ V ⊆ I n+1 :
PROOF. The argument is by induction on n for both statements simultaneously. For n = 1, by Lemma 3.3 (i) and its dual, we have
Assume that the above statements are true for n. Then
by the induction hypothesis
and also S = V l;n+1 ⊆ V, so that S ⊆ V ⊆ I n+2 . Conversely,
This proves the statement for V l;n ; a dual argument is valid for V r;n . 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.2 (i)-(ii) and Lemma 4.6, we get
and dually for V r;n K * . The following lemma is crucial for the main result of the paper.
The variety

LEMMA 5.2. Let U be a canonical variety and V ∈ [S; CR] be such that
PROOF. For the four choices for U , namely I n , I n , H n and H n , we consider only I n when n is even; the other cases are treated by the same method, but with different details. We let ' = In with n even and = V . The hypothesis implies that for any − ∈ 2, − ' ∈ N * 3 implies that − = − '. In view of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove that − ⊆ − ' whenever − ' ∈ K 0 .
The proof utilizes condition (P5) to obtain bounds on the values of , which turns out to be just the corresponding values of '. Recall that (P5) is of the form
According to the above, we need only consider the case ¦ ∈ K 0 . By Lemma 5.1, we have l; n − 1 ' = T * and thus l; n − 1 = T * , which by condition (i) yields
We shall use condition (ii) in the cases: ¦ − = l; n −1 and ¦ − = r; n . According to Lemma 5.1, we have .¦ − /' = T * and thus also .¦ − / = T * in both cases. Hence .¦ / − K * ⊆ .¦ − / = T * , which by Lemma 4.7 gives ¦ ⊆ S − . Now considering all relevant factorizations of l; n − 1 and r; n , we obtain the following results which we present in the form of a table. The first column of the table gives the range for i, the second the choice of ¦ , the third the choice for − , the fourth uses condition (ii) above and Lemma 4.7, the fifth equals the bound in the fourth column by Lemma 4.2 (i)-(ii), the sixth the corresponding values of '. That the fifth and the sixth columns are equal follows by an easy inductive process, see Figure 2 .
The ladder of I n for n even
We have thus proved that ¦ ⊆ ¦ ' for all ¦ ∈ 2 1 for which ¦ ∈ K 0 ; for the remaining ¦ we have ¦ = ¦ '. Therefore ⊆ ' which by Theorem 3.1 implies that V ⊆ U .
We first define a relation B by
We also define the correspondence
CR// as follows:
LG; RG; CS; P; X ∩ Y; CR ;
where P is canonical, P = H 2 , H 2 , and .X ; Y/ ∈ .I n ; H n+1 /; .I n ; I n /; .H n+1 ; I n / n ≥ 2 ∪ .H n ; I n /; .H n ; H n /; .I n ; H n / n > 2 :
According to Figure 1 , V B is defined for all V ∈ L.CR/ and is thus a function on L.CR/ into itself.
The part of the ladder L labelled by elements of N * 3 including its position in L is the socle of L to be denoted by soc.L/. We are now ready for the principal result of the paper.
PROOF. By [8] , (and of origin [12, 14] ), B is a neutral element of L.CR/. This implies that the mapping Á is a homomorphism of L.CR/ into L.B/. Evidently, Á leaves the members of L.B/ fixed. We have seen in Figure 1 that the lattice L.B/ is of finite width. Hence the join of an arbitrary family F of band varieties equals the join of a finite subfamily of F. It follows that Á is a complete ∨-homomorphism and is trivially a complete ∩-homomorphism. Clearly Á induces the relation B.
(i) From the discussion at the beginning of this section, we immediately see that any two varieties have the same intersection with B if and only if their ladders have the same socle.
(ii) Given V ∈ L.CR/, it is obvious that V ∩ B is the least variety having the same intersection with B as V. For the upper end of the interval V B, we proceed as follows.
We show first that for all W ∈ L.B/, we have W B ∩ B = W. This obviously holds for W ∈ L.RB/. For a canonical variety P and W = P ∩ B, we get
and for the remaining varieties
We still have to show the required maximality. 
For the opposite inclusion, let W be a canonical variety such that V ⊆ W. By the cited reference, W = X − for some X ∈ N 3 and − ∈ 2. Lemma 3.3 (iv) implies that V − ⊆ .X − / − which, by [8] , (of origin [10] ) yields that V − is contained either in X Tl or in X Tr . In either case, we get V − ∈ N 3 whence V − K * ∈ N * 3 . Further, using the cited references, we get . 
PROOF. The first assertion follows easily from the first equality in Proposition 5.4 and the above remark. For the second,
Intersections with BG, OBG and B
For any canonical variety P n we provide here a single identity that serves as a basis of identities for P n ∩ BG, P n ∩ OBG and P n ∩ B, respectively. These identities are variants of G n = P n with suitable interspersing of x 0 i instead of x i and G 0 n and P 0 n , instead of G n and P n , respectively. We also characterize the first two intersections.
We consider only P n ; the statements for P n are dual. There is nothing to say about H 2 , while I 2 requires a somewhat different treatment. Hence we start with I 2 and then treat the remaining cases in a unified way. PROPOSITION 6.1. (ii) This is well-known.
For the remaining cases, it is convenient to use the following notation:
(i) for a word w, possibly involving products, inversion and parentheses, we writê w for the word obtained from w by deleting all powers of words, positive, negative or zero, as well as all parentheses;
(ii) G 0 = P 0 = ∅, the empty word, for P ∈ {H; I }; (iii) G n .x The substitution x i → x n−1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n − 2 in the identity given by (6.2) yields the identity of BG. Hence if S ∈ W, then S ∈ BG and S=H ∈ P n ∩ B and thus S ∈ X . X ⊆ U . This case follows from Lemma 5.2.
(ii) Denote these three varieties by U , V and W, respectively. In the case n = 3, the identity for OBG implies that U = V = W using similar arguments as those above. So assume that n > 3. By Petrich [5] , we obtain V = .V ∩ B/ ∨ .V ∩ G/ = .P n ∩ B/ ∨ G = W. W ⊆ U . This is obvious.
(iii) Denote these two varieties by U and V, respectively. U ⊆ V This is trivial. V ⊆ U . The substitution x i → x 0 n for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1 by (6.1) and (6.2) yields x n = x 2 n . The identity now gives G n = P n also.
